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If you look at the source of this page, you'll
see that there is a captcha in the

background. Like I said above, I couldn't
have it removed by directly altering HTML
elements, but this solved the problem for
me. It's called in HTML, and looks like: //
And that's all. Sometimes it helps to do

things in a more way - like save a site from
malware because it offers a modal overlay
protection, but in this case, it doesn't solve
anything (because there was no captcha).
Maybe it will help someone else. Also this
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capture method worked for me and could
probably be improved to work on all of

them. The best way to see what the
captcha looks like is to upload it to

http://gcaptcha.com - you can even resize
it without having a captcha! The other

method of captcha cracking: Write a PHP
script that loads the image, does some

image magic with it, and then returns the
answer. To test this code, you can try to
upload it to http://www.gcaptcha.com -

what you get is the "How to solve it"
dialog. Just in case you don't know it,

check out Stack Overflow's auto-solving
CAPTCHA after a user completes one of

the CAPTCHA challenges in a comment. It
requires them to click “I am not a robot”
and then fills out a small form. Specially
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designed text captcha for one time use
only, which is not intended for

resubmission. Each captcha has been
tested to be unique, reliable, difficult, and
long-lasting. The captcha solution is only

valid for one time use.
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i made a proxy script for google that
changes the captcha every time the form

is submitted. it works like this: i start a
loop and if the captcha is valid, i call my

script that changes the captcha, and then
returns the form to google to be

processed. if the captcha is not valid, the
loop continues and the captcha is
changed. the captcha isn't very

complicated, but it is quite large. while it's
a nice captcha for a form, it is difficult to
solve in an automated way. i can solve it

manually, so i turned it into a bitmap using
the following code: the bot acts

autonomously. it does the work, using its
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grecaptcha_is_used variable to avoid the
standard bot-blocking captcha tools. you

can use this variable to know if the
captcha has already been solved by the
bot, and prevent further captchas from

being displayed to the user. we may add
similar variables to

grecaptcha_challenge_field and
grecaptcha_response_field variables, or

perhaps we could allow the bot to
automatically solve one captcha after it

has submitted the form and then submit it
again. the bot acts autonomously. the bot

has no setup requirements and is
completely scriptable. once it is deployed,

it will act as an agent of the form,
providing the authentication data that

allows the user to complete the
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transaction. it will be written in any
language that supports web service

requests. the bot uses the information
gathered during the process to verify the

buyer and seller. when the bot determines
that the buyer and seller are a match, the
bot generates a cash payment request for

the seller. to save time, the bot may
transmit the payment request as an

automated reply to the seller's bot. the bot
sends a receipt of the completed

transaction to the seller. 5ec8ef588b
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